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School of Technology and Management 
Course Unit Syllabus  
 
Level of qualification:  
First cycle (EQF level 6) - Bachelor 
Study cycle:  
Computer Science 
 

Course Unit: 9119101 – Digital Systems 

Year 1 Semester 1 ISCED Code: 0714 ECTS: 6.0 

 
Tipe of Course Unit: Compulsory 

 

 
Delivery Mode: Face-to-face 

 

 
Language of Instruction: Portuguese  

 

COURSE COORDINATOR: Luis Miguel Gomes Tavares 

HOURS OF WORK 

TOTAL 
HOURS 

Contact Hours 

Hours in 
autonomous 

work Theory 
Theory and 

practice  

Practical 
and 

laboratory 
work 

Field 
work 

Seminar 
Internsh

ip 
Tutorial 

guidance  
Other 

150       30 30                               90 

 
Prerequisites (if applicable): n/a 
 

LEARNING OUTCOMES (knowledge, skills and competence) 

1. Represent information in binary form using different numbering systems and codes. 

Main Content (MC): 1 and 2 

2. Acquire the notion of variable and logic function and its manipulation through the basic logic operations. 

MC: 3 and 4 

Secondary Content (SC): 2 

3. Represent problems involving digital quantities through digital logic functions. 

MC: 5 

SC: 3 

4. Design and implement combinational digital circuits. 

MC: 6 and 7 

SC: 4 and 5 

5. Identify and use electronic components to implement digital systems. 

MC: 5 and 6 

6. Implement logic circuits for performing basic arithmetic operations. 

MC: 8 

SC: 6 and 7 

7. Designing digital systems for specific functions such as registers and operations on binary sequences. 

MC: 11 

SC: 9 and 10 

8. Design memory systems with different capabilities from simple memory elements. 

MC: 12 

SC: 9 

9. Analyze, from the functional point of view, digital circuits and systems 
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MC: 10, 11 and 12 

CONTENTS 

1. Digital and analog quantities 

2. Numbering systems and codes 

3. Variables and digital functions 

4. Basic Logic operations 

5. Basic logic functions 

6. Logic gates 

7. Boolean algebra and logic simplification 

8. Digital arithmetic 

9. Combinational circuits 

10. Flip-flops and related devices 

11. Synchronous sequential circuits 

12. Memories 

DEMONSTRATION OF THE CONTENTS COHERENCE WITH THE COURSE UNIT’S LEARNING OUTCOMES 

This course unit aims to give the fundamental knowledge of digital circuits and systems so that students can understand lately 
the behaviour of computer architectures. Therefore, the course syllabus includes the essential and necessary topics that range 
from the combinational circuits to the sequential with the presentation and development of different types of registers that 
perform different types of operations common if computer architectures on binary sequences. The course ends with the 
discussion of memory systems. 

TEACHING METHODOLOGIES 

The different themes are presented with the discussion of practical applications of increasing complexity and its role in a 
computer architecture. The exercises are given to be solved both in class and independently. The exercises exemplify the 
diverse digital systems and prepare the students for the design of the proposed systems. The design and implementation of 
digital systems, from labs guides, that are finished autonomously allows the student to deepen their understanding. 

DEMONSTRATION OF THE COHERENCE BETWEEN THE TEACHING METHODOLOGIES AND THE LEARNING 
OUTCOMES 

To achieve the desired learning outcomes, first it is done a brief explanation of the main themes that are complemented with 
practical examples. In the lab classes, sets of problems are proposed with the design of digital circuits. The students have to 
implement these systems in a simulation computer environment. During this course the students have also to design and 
simulate autonomously two projects, consisting in the design of a combinational logic circuit, and a second one composed of a 
sequential digital system. The exercises and the projects helps the students to acquire the intended learning outcomes, so that 
they can proceed to the understanding of more complex digital circuits that compose the main microprocessor architecture 
systems. 

EVALUATION METHODS 

Evaluation is made through group work consisting of the design of digital systems. One of the projects consists in the design of a 
combinational circuit and a second project is about a sequential circuit. Theevaluation is complemented with individual 
tests/exams where the students need to solve common problems in digital systems. 

MAIN BIBLIOGRAPHY 

• Ronald Tocci, Neal Widmer, Greg Moss, “Digital Systems: Principles and Applications,” Pearson Education, 11ª edição, 2010. 

• Sarah Harris, David Harris, “Digital Design and Computer Architecture: ARM Edition,” Morgan Kaufmann, 2015. 

• Morris Mano, Charles Kime, “Logic and Computer Design Fundamentals,” 4 edition, Pearson, 2007 

• Morgado Dias, “Sistemas Digitais: Princípios e prática,” 2ª edição, FCA, 2010 

• Thomas L. Floyd, “Digital Fundamentals,” 10ª edição, Pearson Education, 2009 

• Herbert Taub, “Digital Circuits and Microprocessors,” McGraw-Hill, 1994. 
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